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When three stimulators are simultaneously touched with the middle three fingers of one hand but only the outer two stimulators are
cooled or heated, the central (neutral) stimulator is also perceived to be cold or warm. This phenomenon is known as thermal referral and
it shares phenomenological similarities with filling-in, in which the discontinuity in the signals of interest can be compensated percep-
tually on the basis of the spatially adjacent context. Although the mechanisms underlying filling-in have been well substantiated, those
underlying thermal referral are still poorly understood. In the present study, we examined the intensity perception of the sensation
resulting from thermal referral with human participants. We found that the sensation was uniform among the three fingers, but its
apparent intensity was always lower than the physical intensity applied to the outer two fingers. These results indicate that the thermal
uniformity perceived under thermal referral is not created by the brain’s interpolating the thermal changes applied to the outer two
fingers, as one would expect for those induced by typical filling-in. Instead, the thermal changes applied to the outer two fingers are
summated and redistributed to all the fingers in contact. Our findings suggest that thermal referral is mediated by two separate processes.
One determines the apparent intensity from the physical intensity and the areal extent of the thermal stimulation; the other determines
the localization of the resulting sensation from the apparent sites of tactile stimulation.

Introduction
In thermal referral, simultaneous presentation of thermal and
tactile stimulation on different skin sites produces an illusory
thermal sensation at the site of tactile stimulation. This illusion
was first demonstrated in an experiment where three stimulators
were touched with the middle three fingers of one hand (from
D2: index finger to D4: ring finger). When the outer two stimu-
lators were cold (warm) and the center stimulator was thermally
neutral, cold (warmth) was felt at all three fingers (Green, 1977).
Thermal referral shares phenomenological similarities with
filling-in, in which the discontinuity in the signals of interest can
be compensated perceptually from the spatially or temporally
adjacent context (for review, see Pessoa et al., 1998; Warren,
1999; Komatsu, 2006). One thing that distinguishes thermal re-
ferral from typical filling-in phenomena is the involvement of
cross-modal processing. Concurrent tactile stimulation pre-
sented to D3 is essential for thermal referral, given that the illu-
sory thermal sensation perceived at D3 disappears if D3 is held
above the central (neutral) stimulator (Green, 1977). Thus, ther-
mal referral can be regarded as a way to compensate for the dis-
continuity in the thermal characteristics of the sites in contact, so
that a unified perceptual experience that is coherent across ther-
mal and tactile modalities can be established.

Although the mechanisms underlying filling-in have been well
substantiated, those underlying thermal referral are still poorly
understood. It would be interesting to know whether or not the
involvement of thermo-tactile interactions leads to a sensation
that is different from those induced by typical filling-in. In case of
typical filling-in, the filled-in information is in general a “copy”
of the sensory inputs acquired in the surround, so that the result-
ing sensation is either spatially uniform, such as the sensations
reported in the completion of color, luminance, and textures
across a blind spot and scotomata (Ramachandran et al., 1993;
Gyoba, 1997), or temporally continuous, such as the continuity
illusions reported in auditory and vibrotactile stimulation
(Warren, 1999; Kitagawa et al., 2009). To clarify whether the
resulting sensation of thermal referral also has similar charac-
teristics, we examined the uniformity of the sensation result-
ing from thermal referral and measured its apparent intensity
as a function of the physical intensity applied to D2 and D4.
We found that the resulting thermal sensation was perceived
to be uniform among the three fingers, but the apparent in-
tensity of the resulting sensation was always lower than the
physical intensity applied to D2 and D4. Our findings indicate
that the illusory thermal sensation perceived at D3 is not sim-
ply a “copy” of the thermal changes applied to D2 and D4, but
instead results from perceptual summation and redistribution
of the applied thermal changes to all the fingers in contact. On
the basis of our findings, we suggest that thermal referral is
mediated by two separate processes. One determines the ap-
parent intensity of the resulting thermal sensation on the basis
of the physical intensity and the areal extent of the thermal
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stimulation. The other redistributes the resulting thermal sen-
sation to the apparent sites of tactile stimulation.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Four men and three women participated in experiments 1
and 2, and three men and four women participated in experiment 3.
Three participants were common to all three experiments. All the partic-
ipants were right-handed, aged between 23 and 32 years, and had no
known abnormalities of their tactile and thermal sensory systems. Re-
cruitment of participants and experimental procedures were conducted
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Apparatus. Thermal displays that can present individually controlled
thermal stimuli were used in the experiments. In experiment 1 (unifor-
mity perception), one display was used to present thermal stimulation to
the middle three fingers of one hand. In experiments 2 and 3 (intensity
perception), two displays were used to present thermal stimulation to
both hands. The thermal display consisted of three Peltier devices with a
surface area of 20 mm � 20 mm (FPH1-7106M, Fujitaka Co., Ltd.). A PI
control loop programmed in VB.NET was used to control the surface
temperatures of the Peltier devices. The maximum rate of temperature
change was 10°C/s for cooling and 18°C/s for heating. Achieving a steady
state took �1 s. After a steady state has been reached, the temperature of
each Peltier device can be maintained within 0.5°C of the desired tem-
perature. The baseline temperature of both hands was controlled with a
commercial hotplate (LS15P, Hakko).

Experiment 1: Uniformity perception. An A-Not-A procedure was
adopted to examine the uniformity of the thermal sensation resulting
from thermal referral. Thermal referral stimulation and physically uni-
form stimulation were presented to the middle three fingers of the right
hand randomly and the participants were asked to report whether the
thermal sensation perceived at the three fingers felt uniform. The exper-
iment was conducted with the baseline temperature of the hand main-
tained at 32°C. In thermal referral stimulation, only the outer two
stimulators were cooled or heated. In physically uniform stimulation, all
three stimulators were cooled or heated. The physical intensities, �Ts,
applied were �5, �7, or �10°C for cooling and 5, 7, or 10°C for warming
(relative to the baseline temperature). The selected intensities were
well above the thermal discrimination thresholds, which are �1°C on
the fingers and hand (Stevens and Choo, 1998), so it was expected that
the participants would be able to detect the nonuniformity if the
resulting thermal sensation did not feel spatially uniform. In addi-
tion, the selected intensities were all below the thermal pain threshold
typically described (Hardy et al., 1952; Harrison and Davis, 1999).
Given that it has been reported that in some individuals mild cooling
and warming can also evoke painful sensations (Green, 2002; Green
and Schoen, 2007), we tested whether any of our participants would
have this low-threshold thermal nociception. At the beginning of the
experiment, the participants experienced all the selected intensities
and were asked to report whether or not the temperature stimulations
felt painful. None of the participants reported painful sensations in
any of the trials.

During the experiment, the cooling (�Ts � 0) and warming trials
(�Ts � 0) were blocked. At the beginning of each block, the participants
placed their hands on the hotplate to adapt their skin temperature to
32°C. Each trial began with the participants placing their right hand on
the hotplate. Upon hearing a sound cue, the participants moved their
right hand from the hotplate and made contact with the stimulators for
5 s. At the end of the contact, another sound cue was presented and the
participants reported whether or not the thermal sensation perceived was
uniform among the fingers in contact. The participants then returned
their hands to the hotplate to await the start of the next trial. The intertrial
interval was �20 s. Within each block, three physical intensities (�Ts �
�5, �7, �10°C for cooling; �Ts � 5, 7, or 10°C for warming) were
repeated seven times for both thermal referral stimulation and physically
uniform stimulation to give a total of 42 trials (3 � 7 � 2 trials). These
trials were presented in a randomized order and therefore the thermal
intensity perceived on the fingers was different from trial to trial. The
participants were instructed to focus on the uniformity of the sensation
and respond regardless of the intensity perceived.

Experiment 2: Intensity perception under thermal referral. The adaptive
staircase method was used to measure the apparent intensity of the ther-
mal sensation resulting from thermal referral as a function of the physical
intensity applied to the outer two fingers. The baseline temperature and
the physical intensities used were the same as those in experiment 1 (32°C
for baseline temperature; �Ts � �5, �7, or �10°C for cooling and 5, 7,
or 10°C for warming). The middle three fingers of the right hand were
presented with the thermal referral stimulation with a fixed intensity,
�Ts, while the corresponding fingers of the left hand were presented with
the physically uniform stimulation with intensity, �Tu, varied adaptively.
The participants compared the overall thermal intensity of one hand to
that of the other. For cooling trials, �Tu was decreased when a participant
responded that the right hand felt colder and was increased when the
participant responded that it felt warmer. Similarly, for warming trials,
�Tu was increased when a participant responded that the right hand felt
warmer and was decreased when the participant responded that it felt
colder. For each �Ts, the staircase started randomly with �Tu in the range
of (�Ts �3) and (�Ts �8)°C for cooling trials and (�Ts �8) and
(�Ts �3)°C for warming trials, so that the initial �Tu would not exceed
the thermal pain threshold typically described. Each staircase included 15
trials. The initial step size was 3°C, and after the first reverse point, the
step size was decreased to 2°C. The step size was set at 1 and 0.5°C,
respectively after the third and fifth reversal points. To prevent painful
sensations and skin damage, the maximum �Tu provided throughout
the staircase never exceeded �15°C for cooling trials and 13°C for warm-
ing trials.

Each participant came to the lab for 2 d and was tested with the
cooling trials on 1 d and the warming trials on the other. The partic-
ipants’ skin temperature was maintained at 32°C at the beginning of
each staircase and each trial of the staircase began with the partici-
pants placing their hands on the hotplate. Upon hearing a sound cue,
the participants moved both of their hands from the hotplate and
made contact with the stimulators for 5 s. At the end of the contact,
another sound cue was presented and the participants reported
whether the right hand felt cooler (warmer) than the left hand. The
participants then returned their hands to the hotplate to await the
start of the next trial. The intertrial interval was �20 s. For each
thermal condition, three staircases were conducted for each intensity
level to give a total of nine staircases. These staircases were presented
in a randomized order.

Experiment 3: Intensity perception when D3 was not in contact. The
experimental procedure for experiment 3 were the same as that in exper-
iment 2 except that the participants held D3 above the central (neutral)
stimulator to eliminate the tactile stimulation. Under this condition, no
referral occurred (Green, 1977). Thermal neutrality was therefore per-
ceived on D3, while cold/warmth was perceived on the outer two fingers.
In the experiment, D2 and D4 of the right hand were presented with
intensity, �Ts, while D2, D3 and D4 of the left hand were presented with
the physically uniform stimulation with intensity, �Tu, varied adaptively.
The participants compared the overall thermal intensity of one hand to
that of the other.

Statistical analyses. In experiment 1 (uniformity perception), a
signal-detection-based analysis was performed on the responses to
the experimental trials. A hit was defined as a “not uniform” response
when the thermal referral stimulation was presented, while false
alarm was defined as a “not uniform” response when physically uni-
form stimulation was presented. Sensory discriminability, d	, defined
as z(PHit) � z(PFA), was then estimated from the hit rate and false
alarm rate for sensory discrimination between thermal referral stim-
ulation and physically uniform stimulation. In experiments 2 and 3
(intensity perception), the average of the last four reversal points of
each staircase was used to determine the apparent intensity of the
corresponding resulting thermal sensation, �Ta. For cooling trials,
the absolute values of the physical and apparent intensities were used
in the statistical analyses. The significance level of the statistical anal-
yses was set at 0.05. All analyses were performed with SPSS and the
Matlab statistics toolbox.
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Results
Experiment 1: Uniformity perception
The results showed that the participants were not able to discrim-
inate the thermal referral stimulation from the physically uni-
form stimulation reliably on the basis of their apparent
uniformity. Figure 1 plots the group mean hit rate versus the
group mean false alarm rate for each physical intensity tested. All
the points are clustered between the curves of d	 � 0 and d	 � 1,
indicating that the participants were not able to discriminate be-
tween the uniformity induced by thermal referral stimulation
and the physically uniform stimulation. This lack of discrim-
inability was also indicated by an adjusted Pearson’s � 2 test with
Yate’s continuity correction (Bi, 2006), which confirmed that
there was no significant difference in the apparent uniformity
induced by the thermal referral simulation and the physically
uniform stimulation for all intensities tested ( p � 0.05 for all
intensities). These results indicate that the resulting sensation of
thermal referral is spatially uniform and indistinguishable from
that induced by the physically uniform stimulation.

Experiment 2: Intensity perception under thermal referral
In this experiment, we measured the apparent intensity of the
resulting sensation of thermal referral, �Ta, as a function of the
physical intensity applied to D2 and D4, �Ts, which were �5, �7,
or �10°C for cooling and 5, 7, or 10°C for warming (relative to
the baseline temperature). Because the resulting sensation was
shown to be spatially uniform in experiment 1, we would like to
know whether its apparent intensity is the same as that induced
by applying physically uniform stimulation to all three fingers.

The results are shown in Figure 2. The line of equality in
Figure 2 represents the results expected when the apparent inten-
sity of the resulting sensation is exactly the same as that induced
by the physically uniform stimulation. If the data points were on
this line, it would mean that the thermal sensation perceived at
D3 was a “copy” of the thermal changes applied to D2 and D4.
However, our results show that the apparent intensity of the re-
sulting sensation was significantly lower than the physical inten-

sity applied to D2 and D4 for both cooling and warming
conditions, as indicated by one-sample t tests that compared ap-
parent intensity against the corresponding physical intensity for
all the intensities tested ( p � 0.01 for all intensities). Our results
indicate that although the resulting sensation of thermal referral
was perceived to be uniform among D2, D3, and D4, this unifor-
mity was not created by the brain’s interpolating the thermal
changes applied to D2 and D4. Instead, the apparent intensity on
D2 and D4 decreased from �Ts to �Ta and the apparent intensity
on D3 increased toward �Ta as illustrated in Figure 3. As a result,
a uniform sensation with lower apparent intensity is perceived.

A repeated-measure ANOVA was performed with physical
intensity and thermal conditions (cooling/warming) as within-
subject factors and apparent intensity as the dependent variable.
The analysis indicated that the physical intensity has a significant
effect on the apparent intensity (F(2,12) � 108.54, p � 0.001),
while there was no main effect of thermal condition (F(1,6) � 0.78,
p � 0.41). A significant two-way interaction was found between
the effects of physical intensity and thermal condition (F(2,12) �
4.14, p � 0.04). To understand the nature of this interaction,
we tested for simple main effects between cooling and warm-
ing under each physical intensity. The difference between
cooling and warming was shown to be significant at 5°C
(F(1,12) � 7.65, p � 0.02) and 7°C (F(1,12) � 6.82, p � 0.02).
These results suggest that the intensity perception under cold
and warm referrals is different.

Experiment 3: Intensity perception when D3 was not in
contact
The results of experiments 1 and 2 indicate that the resulting
thermal sensation of thermal referral was perceived to be uniform
among the fingers (experiment 1), but its apparent intensity was
always lower than the physical intensity applied to the outer two
fingers (experiment 2). These findings suggest that the illusory
thermal sensation perceived at D3 results from perceptual sum-

Figure 1. Hit rate versus false alarm rate for discriminating the thermal referral simulation
from the physically uniform stimulation on the basis of the apparent uniformity. Each point
represents the group mean performance for a physical intensity. The curves represent the loca-
tions corresponding to d	 � 0 and 1.

Figure 2. Group mean of the apparent intensity under thermal referral as a function of the
physical intensity for cooling (filled circles) and warming (open square). Error bars show the
SEM. Note that apparent and physical intensities are plotted in absolute values, so the intensi-
ties under cooling conditions are also positive.
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mation and redistribution of the applied thermal changes to all
the fingers in contact. To test this summation theory, we investi-
gated the intensity perception when D3 was not in contact in
experiment 3. Our logic is that if the summation theory is true,
the overall intensity perceived will not vary with D3 contact, since
the physical intensity and the areal extent of the thermal stimu-
lation were the same in both cases (�Ts to D2 and D4). In the
experiment, D2 and D4 of the right hand were presented with
intensity, �Ts, while D2, D3 and D4 of the left hand were pre-
sented with the physically uniform stimulation. The apparent
intensity, �Ta, was defined as the intensity applied to the physi-
cally uniform stimulation when the overall intensity perceived at
both hands was comparable.

The results are shown in supplemental Figure 1 (available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The line of equal-
ity represents the results expected when the apparent intensity,
�Ta is equal to the physical intensity �Ts, applied to D2 and D4.
The apparent intensity, �Ta, was always lower than line of equal-
ity, indicating a trade-off between the physical intensity and areal
extent of thermal stimulation (�Ts to two fingers versus �Ta to
three fingers). In addition, the apparent intensity in the contact
condition was in general lower than that in the no-contact con-
dition, which is consistent with the finding that active touch can
attenuate the thermal sensations on the hand (Green, 2009).

Separate ANOVAs with whether D3 was in contact as the
between-subject factor and the apparent intensity �Ta from ex-
periments 2 and 3 as the dependent variable were conducted for
cooling and warming conditions. The analyses indicated that the
apparent intensity did not change significantly under the cooling
condition ( p � 0.54) and fell just short of significance under the
warming condition ( p � 0.052). Although the marginally signif-
icant results of warming condition might suggest that, in addition
to the physical intensity and the areal extent of the thermal stim-
ulation, other factors, such as the tactile contacts, could also exert
an influence, the results in general support our theory that the
overall intensity perceived would not vary with D3 contact.

Discussion
Principal findings
The resulting thermal sensation of ther-
mal referral was perceived to be uniform
among the fingers (experiment 1), but its
apparent intensity was always lower than
the physical intensity applied to the outer
two fingers (experiment 2). Our findings
indicate that the thermal uniformity per-
ceived under thermal referral is in fact not
created by the brain’s interpolating the
thermal changes applied to the outer two
fingers, as one would expect for those in-
duced by typical perceptual filling-in. In-
stead, the thermal changes applied to D2
and D4 are summated and redistributed
to all the fingers in contact so that a uni-
form sensation with lower apparent in-
tensity is perceived (Fig. 3).

Our findings suggest that thermal re-
ferral is mediated by two separate pro-
cesses. One process determines the overall
intensity of the resulting sensation from
the physical intensity and the areal extent
of the thermal stimulation. This process is
known as spatial summation in the litera-
ture of thermal perception and has been

studied extensively in various body regions, including the fore-
head, forearm, and back (Kenshalo et al., 1967; Stevens and
Marks, 1971, 1979). To test our theory that the overall intensity is
determined from the physical intensity (�Ts) and the areal extent
of the thermal stimulation (D2 and D4), we investigated the in-
tensity perception when D3 was not in contact in experiment 3.
The results indicated that the overall intensity did not vary with
D3 contact, which supports our theory.

The second process redistributes the overall thermal intensity
determined in the first process to the apparent sites of the tactile
stimulation (D2, D3, and D4), so that a uniform thermal sensa-
tion is perceived among these three fingers with a lower apparent
intensity. This “mislocalization” of the thermal sensations pre-
sumably results from the tactile dominance over the thermal mo-
dality in localization, as the spatial acuity of the tactile modality
has been shown to be superior to that of the thermal modality
(Simmel and Shapiro, 1969; Cain, 1973). This may explain the
absence of any thermal referral when D3 is not in contact and the
referral of thermal sensations to the sites that are not thermally
neutral (Green, 1977).

Although our findings are obtained with uniform tempera-
ture changes in the surround, like those used when Green origi-
nally discovered thermal referral (Green, 1977), it is also possible
that thermal referral could occur when the changes in tempera-
ture in the surround are not of the same magnitude or direction
(i.e., when warming and cooling are applied to each of the outer
two fingers). Further investigations are needed to test our theory
under those conditions.

Illusory thermal uniformity
Our results showed that the resulting sensation of thermal refer-
ral is spatially uniform and indistinguishable from that induced
by the physically uniform stimulation. It is important to note that
this illusory thermal uniformity has a spatial limit, which is dic-
tated by the distance between and among the fingers being de-
fined in the cortical topography (Green, 1978; Ho et al., 2010).

Figure 3. Diagrams illustrating what happened under thermal referral in warming condition (a) and cooling condition
(b). The leftmost panel represents the physical stimulation applied and the rightmost panel shows the resulting thermal
sensation. The physical intensity (�Ts) and the apparent intensity (�Ta) are the changes in temperature applied and
perceived with respect to the baseline temperature.
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When the distance among the fingers was increased by having
D2 and D5 as the outer fingers and D3 as the neutral inner
finger, the illusory thermal sensation could still be perceived
on D3 but the intensity was reduced, so that the resulting
sensation was not uniform across the three fingers. Increasing
the distance further by replacing the ipsilateral D3 with the
contralateral D3 would diminish the effect completely. Thus,
the thermo-tactile interactions underlying thermal referral
might reside in early cortical areas whose organization con-
serves the topographic information.

Difference between cooling and warming under thermal
referral
Although cooling and warming stimulation of similar physical
intensity normally arouses cooling and warming sensations with
similar apparent intensity (Greenspan et al., 2003), our results
indicate that there is a difference in intensity perception between
referrals of cold and warm sensations. It is possible that the dif-
ference between cold and warm referrals reflects a fundamental
difference between our senses of cold and warmth. Our sense of
warmth has been shown to be more diffuse than our sense of cold
in a spatial discrimination task (Hensel, 1982; Lee et al., 1996),
and the spatial summation is greater for warming stimuli than for
cooling stimuli (Greenspan and Kenshalo, 1985). It is also known
that cold receptors are always more numerous than warm recep-
tors in different body regions (Darian-Smith, 1984). These fac-
tors all could contribute to the difference in the referral of cold
and warm sensations.

Thermal referral and filling-in phenomenon
One might doubt whether it is appropriate to regard thermal
referral as a filling-in phenomenon. Although filling-in primarily
refers to the completion of missing information across a physio-
logical blind spot and across natural and artificial scotomata
(Ramachandran and Gregory, 1991; Ramachandran, 1992), in a
more general definition, it refers to situations in which observers
report that something is present in a particular region even
though it exists only in the surround. According to this defini-
tion, visual illusions, such as neon color spreading (Bressan et al.,
1997) and the Craik–O’Brien–Cornsweet illusion (Cornsweet,
1970; Dooley and Greenfield, 1977) and tactile illusions, such as
the cutaneous rabbit (Geldard and Sherrick, 1972) have also been
discussed in terms of filling-in (Pessoa et al., 1998; Komatsu,
2006; Kitagawa et al., 2009). Given that thermal referral shares
phenomenological similarities with filling-in, we believe it is ap-
propriate to make comparisons between thermal referral and
filling-in.

There are two major theories about the underlying mecha-
nisms of filling-in. One is known as the symbolic or cognitive
theory, which argues that the missing information is recon-
structed in higher cortical areas, so there is no need for neuronal
activity to occur in the region where filling-in is perceived. The
other is known as the isomorphic theory, which assumes that
when filling-in occurs, neuronal activity propagates in the early
cortical areas that still preserve retinotopic information (Pessoa
et al., 1998; Komatsu, 2006). As suggested by the isomorphic
theory, a recent study of the tactile illusion, known as the cutane-
ous rabbit illusion, demonstrated that neuronal activity is elicited
at a somatotopic location corresponding to the filled-in illusory
perception in primary somatosensory cortex (Blankenburg et al.,
2006). Although it is suggested that thermal referral also involves
neuronal activities in early cortical areas (Ho et al., 2010), the
neural computation involved in summation and redistribution

of thermal sensations is expected to be more complicated than
what is assumed in the isomorphic theory (see also a recent report
on feature averaging in visual filling-in by Hsieh and Tse, 2009).

Although the neural mechanisms underlying thermal referral
and filling-in might be distinct, the functional significance of
both is related to object recognition. Thermal referral resolves the
spatial discrepancy between the thermal and tactile inputs, so that
thermal and tactile information can be combined optimally to
give a unified percept of the object to assist in object recognition
(Lederman and Klatzky, 1997; Ho and Jones, 2006). It is thus
important to understand the mechanism underlying thermal re-
ferral to deepen our knowledge about information processing
during manual exploration, which is essential for acquiring in-
formation from the external world.
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